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PET651 New
Anti Bark Collar User's Manual

This collar has three 3 functions please ensure
that you use the correct function and that you have
it set up correctly before you put the collar on your
dog and again after the collar is attached.
Green Light Sound Only
Blue Light Sound and Vibration
Red Light Sound and Static Shock

Change Mode
Indicator
Light

Please Read this Manual Carefully Before Use

to break bad habits.
When your dog forgets and barks again, the warning tone
reminds your pet without immediately applying any stimulus.
At each step, your dog gets to choose whether it's worth
the increasing discomfort to bark again. We have found
this technique of progressively increasing sound and
Stimuli is not only more humane, it is more EFFECTIVE
in breaking the barking habit than conventional shocking
bark control collars. Anti Bark Collar can be adjusted to
control the sensitivity of your dogs bark.
Putting the Collar on Your Dog:
Ensure that you have turned the collar off. Check the
collar and adjust to the correct length, then screw on
the correct size prongs, these prongs MUST be against
your dog's skin to work, Short prongs for short haired
dogs, long prongs for long haired dogs…If need be, shave
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Charging Socket

Introduction:
T h i s c o l l a r d o e s n o t w o r k o ff t h e s o u n d o f y o u r
dogs bark but from air movement from your dogs
throat. Therefore the fitting of the collar is VITAL if
the collar is to work correctly…
When the collar is fitted correctly IT DOES NOT
MOVE… Yo u can slide just one finger under the
collar. If it is NOT FITTED CORRECTLY it will go
off randomly and NOT Work when your dog barks…

Shock(Vibration) Electrodes

Main Features
Rechargeable and Water Resistant Bark COLLAR
LED display mode function
3 Combined Functions:
Sound Only
Sound and Vibration
Sound and Static Shock
7 Levels of Sensitivity for different dogs
Easy and Quick Testing
Battery Life LED Indicators
Operating Instructions
The mode button is M
Press the Mode Button for 2 secs and the Green Light
will come on. You are now in Sound Only Mode.Press the
Mode Button once more and the Blue Light will come
on. You are now in Sound and Vibration Mode. Press the
Mode Button once more and the Red Light will come
on. You are now in Sound and Static Shock Mode.
Press the Mode Button once more and all lights will go
off. You have now turned the collar off.

What The Bark Collar Actually does when Your Dog Barks
When it is in GREEN LIGHT Mode.
On the 1st Bark 1.5 Sec Beep
2nd Bark within 40 secs 2.5 Sec Beep
3rd Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep
4th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep
5th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep
6th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep
7th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep
The collar will now enter sleep mode for 1 minute
If your dog does not bark within the 40 sec limit then
the collar will revert back to number 1
When it is in BLUE LIGHT Mode.
On the 1st Bark 1.5 Sec Beep
2nd Bark within 40 secs 2.5 Sec Beep
3rd Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 0.5 sec vibration
4th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 1 sec vibration
5th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 3 sec vibration
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your dogs throat to get good contact, remember it is only
for a short period of time. Place the collar around your
dog's neck, it must not move, if it does then adjust and
tighten the collar. Hold the unit and try to move it, when
it does not move and you can slide just one finger under
the collar that is now correctly fitted. prongs need to be
either side of the windpipe . Now leave the collar on
your dog, Do Not turn the collar back on…. Wait for 24
– 48 hours until your dog totally ignores the collar, initially
they will scratch at it and just paw at it, when that
completely stops we are ready to start the training.
You must be present when you turn on the collar and
start the training... Do not just leave your dog to figure
it out, teach them from the start.

there is a small hole between the two prongs, just puff
into the hole and the collar will beep. When you have
selected Green, Just “puff” into the hole and check
your results on page 4. For Blue just puff into the hole
and the collar will beep and vibrate check you results
on page 4. For Red You will need to use the test light.
just puff into the hole and on the third beep place the
test light on the two pongs and the test light will be
illuminated, check you results on page 5.Now You have
tested the collar take the sensitivity all the way down to
number 1 by pressing the – button on the collar… If your
dog barks and the collar does not beep, press the + button
once this will increase the sensitivity to number 2, if your
dog barks again and no beep, once again press the +
button, continue this until the collar beeps immediately
after your dogs bark. YOUR COLLAR IS NOW SET UP
CORRECTLY Now we are going to start the Training,
under no circumstances should you just put the collar

on your dog and leave it them to figure out, your dog
will get confused and extremely upset. You MUST
teach them what you expect from them. Remember
every time your dog barks you give the command NO
the collar will reinforce that command… If your dog
continues to bark then you give a much more forceful
NO and the collar will do the same, again continuation
you give a much more forceful NO! Again the collar will
mimic you... This way your dog will understand that the
beep means no and the beep and vibration means NO!
And the way to stop the discomfort is to stop barking….

ALWAYS ALWAYS REMOVE THE COLLAR WHEN Y O U
RDOGISPLAYING…

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES PUT THE
COLLAR ON YOUR DOG WITHOUT FIRST TESTING IT.

Testing the Collar, No you do not have to bark at it…
Just hold it up with the back of the collar facing you,
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DO NOT JUST PUT THE COLLAR ON YOUR DOG AND
EXPECT THEM TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IT IS SUPPOSED
TO MEAN, I WILL ADMIT SOME DOGS ARE SUPER S M
ARTANDWILLUNDERSTANDALMOST
IMMEDIATELY, BUT WHAT IF YOUR DOG DOESN'T
UNDERSTAND, HELP THEM UNDERSTAND, TEACH THEM
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Please remember that this collar is a behavioral aid
and you do not want to be telling your dog off while
they are playing
Caution Notes:
1. Do not allow your dog to chew this collar. You should also
attempt to minimize scratching or clawing at the casing.
2. This device is made up of plastic and electronic
components that are not digestible. Consult your local
vet if your dog swallows any part of this product.
3. The collar is not intended for use as a restraining collar.
If you are using a leash, use it with a Separate restraining
type of collar.
FAULT FINDING GUIDE
Q. The Collar Just Keeps Going Off . A 1. The sensitivity
is set too high…you reduce the sensitivity by pressing
the minus button. A 2 The collar is not tight enough,
please tighten the collar. Q. My Dog shakes his head and the
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6th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 3 sec vibration
7th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 5 sec vibration
The collar will now enter sleep mode for 1 minute
If your dog does not bark within the 40 sec limit then
the collarwill revert back to number 1
When it is in RED LIGHT Mode
On the 1st Bark 1.5 Sec Beep
2nd Bark within 40 secs 2.5 Sec Beep
3rd Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 1 small shock
4th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 2 small shocks
5th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 3 small shocks
6th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 4 small shocks
7th Bark within 40 secs 4 Sec Beep 5 small shocks
The collar will now enter sleep mode for 1 minute If your
dog does not bark within the 40 sec limit then the collar
will revert back to number 1. The use of the warning tone
followed by increasingly intense tones and vibration or
static shock stimuli sets up a pattern that your dog will
quickly learn is caused by its own barking. It takes time
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collar Goes Off. A. Because the collar feels unusual to
your dog they will keep shaking their heads and
scratching forcing the collar to activate… Q. My Dog
Barks But the Collar Does Not Activate... A. Check the
battery by performing a full test. If the collar tests
correctly then you will need to either increase the
sensitivity of the collar. Making it more sensitive + will
make it activate easier. Or the collar is too loose,
please tighten the collar. Q. Collar Will Beep but Will Not
Vibrate A. There is enough charge in the battery to
make it beep but not vibrate. Please recharge the battery. Q.
The Collar Goes Off when my dog doesn't bark. A. The
collar will sometimes give false alerts…. Do not worry
about this your dog will learn very quickly that it is exactly
that… a false alert. All dogs very quickly learn that the
two beeps are exactly that, just two beeps, so they will
bark. But you as a responsible dog owner want that,
you want it so that they can talk… What the collar is
designed to do is to STOP the excessive barking.
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